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Abstract 

This study was focused on the aquarium collectors in the Western Region of Hawaii in an 
attempt to document their sources of work satisfaction and the concerns they had related to the 
implementation of the West Hawaii Regional Fishery Management Area (WHRFMA). Most 
previous studies focused on the effects on the coral reef habitat when Marine Reserves are 
implemented or expanded. Closing areas to fishing can cause long-term cultural social and 
economic effects on the persons who make a living from this activity. 

The purpose of this research was to study three aspects of fish collection affected by the 
Marine Reserve expansion: 1) species caught including type, size, number and mortality rates 
during collection; 2) fishing behavior and fisherman satisfaction including a study of distance 
traveled, time spent collecting, date of collection, methods of collection, cost and profits of the 
collection activity and general satisfaction with the collection effort; and 3) effects of habitat 
including the location of the collecting activity, presence of other collectors or recreational vehicles 
and divers and weather and sea conditions. 

A Collector Satisfaction and Concerns Survey was sent to 19 collectors fiom West Hawaii. 
This survey allowed the researcher to summarize the issues relating to the implementat ion of the 
Fish Replenishment Areas and the "culture" of the west Hawaii aquarium collector industry. 
Although a total of 103 fish species are collected in West Hawaii, this group focuses its collection 
efforts on 11 species. Two monitoring techniques, often used in observing the fishing industry, 
were designed in this study. The Modified Roving Creel Survey requires the researcher to come out 
with individual collectors to get quantitative data on the catch and to learn about problems or 
changes in procedures required by the new law. This method is to be utilized in the next phase of 
the study. The Modified Angler's Diary was a daily logbook, which was sent out to 6 individual 
collectors who were willing to participate in this aspect of the study. The initial diary served as a 
pilot survey, allowing the collectors to give comments and suggestions on the format of the 
Angler's Diary. Implications for effective management of Marine Reserve Areas that also supports 
the aquarium collection industry are also discussed. 
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Introduction 

The aquarium fish industry has increased in popularity and is of worldwide importance 

(Andrews 1990). The aquarium fishery is reported to be the world's largest fishery (Whithead et al. 

1986). The global trade of ornamentals is estimated to involve 350 million fish annually with a 

value of $963 million (Young 1997). The fish collected for the trade are obtained fiom a wide 

variety of tropical seas including Hawaii and Florida (Lubbock & Polunin, 1996). Most of the fish 

collected fiom the U.S. are obtained fiom Hawaiian reefs, which possess high quality fish and rare 

endemics that are high in value (Tissot & Hallacher, 1999). 

Aquarium fish collection is a lucrative business in Hawaii because of the increasing 

popularity of the household marine aquarium (van Poollen & Obara, 1984). Cultivating marine 

ornamentals has not been found to be cost-effective due to many reef species having complex larval 

stages, each requiring unique feed. While research on mariculture is still developing, 99% of the 

marine species used in aquariums originate fiom coral reef populations (Young 1997). Hawaii 

contains 85% of the coral reef habitat in the United States, housing 5,000 known species of marine 

plants and animals (Tissot & Hallacher, 1999). 

The collection of reef fishes on a large scale has ecological effects that are both direct, 

resulting fiom the selective removal of particular organisms, and indirect, due to the disruption of 

coral reef habitat (Lubbock & Polunin, 1996). In 1973, the state of Hawaii began to require 

monthly aquarium catch reports fiom collectors (Katekaru 1978). Today these reports are issued by 

the Division of Aquatic Resources (DAR) and are termed C-6 Aquarium Fish Catch Reports (See 

Appendix A) (Miyasaka 1997) The first yearly summary reported 90,000 fishes collected, with a 

reported total value of $50,000 (Katekaru 1978). The last published yearly summary was in 1995, 

reporting 422,823 fish collected with an estimated value of $844,843 (Miyasaka 1997). The 1995 

report listed 103 fish species collected but 90% of the harvest consisted of eleven species (See 
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Appendix B) (Tissot & Hallacher, 1999). Aquarium species are predominantly collected fiom the 

West Coast of the island of Hawaii. That increase of collection activities in the Kona and Milolii 

areas of Hawaii added to the long-standing concerns over the impact of this activity on the coral 

reef community. 

Recent analysis by DAR indicates that the values presented in the previously published 

summaries was underestimated (DAR, unpublished data). At present, 59.5% of the monthly catch 

reports are not being filed, resulting in inaccurate and underestimated catch data (DAR, unpublished 

data). Therefore the value of the industry is likely to be substantially higher than previously 

reported. 

Unfortunately, the last comprehensive study of Hawaii's aquarium fishery was in 1984 (van 

Poollen & Obara, 1984). Van Poollen and Obara (1984) estimated that there were 49 collectors 

involved in the aquarium industry statewide. They also concluded that the percentage of fish 

collected fiom the island of Hawaii would increase with the availability of direct flights to the 

mainland U.S. fiom the Keahole-Kona International Airport in West Hawaii. Today, the Division 

of Aquatic Resources (DAR) has issued 54 collecting permits for the island of Hawaii alone (DAR, 

unpublished data). Each of these collection operations is varied in size and scope of operation. 

Some aquarium collectors make the fishery their livelihood, while others utilize it as a part-time 

business. There is a need for the State of Hawaii to have an updated study describing the entire 

scope of the fishery in order to gain a better understanding of the fishery. It is particularly important 

to coordinate this data collection with the implementation of the Fish Replenishment Areas (FRAs) 

because the impact of the increased regulation to the collection industry isn't known. This study 

aims to take the first steps in designing and piloting the data collection methods needed to provide a 

comprehensive description of the fishery and the collection industry. 
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Studies have been conducted at various locations around the world to assess the impacts of both 

commercial and recreational fishing (Arnesbury, Sherwood & Davis, 199 1). Most studies of 

commercial fishermen have focused on fishes caught for consumption rather than on aquarium 

collectors. The coral reef fishes collected for use in the aquarium trade is small in comparison to 

the productivity of the habitats and the amount of fish utilized for table consumption (Andrews 

1990). However the intensive and selective collection techniques used in the trade are of particular 

concern (Andrews 1990). Marine Protected Areas (MPA's) have been utilized in several locations 

as tool to manage coastal fisheries (Bohnsack 1998). When MPA's are established, research and 

government agencies collect data to evaluate the effects on the reef community. In the State of 

Hawaii, the West Hawaii Regional Fishery Management Area (WHFMA) was established in ACT 

306 and is currently in effect. The WHRFMA is intended to manage fish resources in West Hawaii 

by restricting aquarium collection in FRAs. These FRAs have been implemented and make up 

32.5% of the 150-mile West Hawaii coastline (Shown in Appendix C) (Tissot & Hallacher 1999). 

Presently, there is the West Hawaii Aquarium Project (WHAP) which is an on-going study set up to 

examine the biological parameters of the reef3 of West Hawaii (DAR, unpublished data). The 

study's main objective is to determine the effectiveness of the WHRFMA by comparing the FRA's 

with the non-protected areas. My study complements the WHAP by looking at the fishery fiom a 

sociological standpoint and serves as a baseline study, providing feedback to fisheries managers 

about the effectiveness of the WHRFMA. The past studies conducted looked only at the impacts of 

fish collection to fish populations but no study has focused on the number of collectors and the 

impacts, if any, that are associated with FRA implementation. 

Scientific research and monitoring of anglers and their catches is not an unfamiliar approach 

to studying coastal fisheries. Surveys on anglers and their catches are among the most usefbl 
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professional tools available to managers of fisheries (Kendall 1991). All fishery agencies conduct 

creel and angler studies (Kendall 1991). Many of these studies are focused on the recreational 

fishing industry rather than near shore commercial fisheries. Researchers collect biological and 

harvest data on the species and also data to provide insights about the anglers themselves - their 

needs and the socioeconomic context of the fishing activity. Creel studies are the most often used 

technique. A creel study is measure of the amount of fishing taking place in time and space. It may 

gather concomitant information on fishing and is often times used as a research or management 

tool, providing information used to monitor the well-being of some fish populations, to aid in 

management or preservation, or to promote more desirable exploitation (Hayne 1991). The 

utilization of either roving studies, where a clerk travels through a fishery to interview anglers in the 

act of fishing (Robson 1991), or access point studies, where anglers are surveyed at the end of their 

fishing activity (Hayne 1991), is determined by the type of fishing area to be studied. Another 

technique utilized to collect angler data is a fishing diary where the angler records daily catch 

information including species type and number, location of catch and angler method and 

satisfaction data (Anderson & Thompson, 1991). Each of these studies has been conducted at 

locations around the globe. In tropical island settings, creel studies have been less popular because 

of logistic dficulties and the problems presented by variety of fishing methods and diversity of 

species (Amesbury et al.1991). These two methods will be utilized, with possible modifications, as 

the basis for collecting fishery data on the west Hawaii aquarium fishery. 

Although studies have been conducted on Hawaii's commercial fishery, they have not included 

an in-depth study of Hawaii's aquarium industry in recent years. The latest study conducted to look 

at Hawaii's marine aquarium industry was in 1984 (van Poollen & Obara, 1984). Closing areas to 

fishing can cause long-term cultural, social and economic effects particularly in heavily exploited 

areas (Bohnsack 1997). 
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Goals and Obiectives 

The purpose of this research is to study three aspects of fish collection affected by the Marine 

Reserve expansion: 

The social component of the fishery. This will focus on the collectors' perceptions of the 

implementation of the FRAs and the effectiveness of the WHRFMA. It will also ascertain how 

the FRAs will change the behavior of the collectors; 

Catch analysis and qualitative view of the fishery. It will include: fishing behavior including a 

study of distance traveled, size of operation, number of participants, location of collection, time 

spent collecting, date and time of collection, methods of collection, gear type, depth and length 

of dives, sea state and weather conditions, cost and profits of the collection activity and general 

satisfaction with the collection effort; and 

Biological scope of the fishery. This will focus on: quantifying the catch and effort, 

determining the species harvest, including type, length- frequenc y size, selectivity of size of 

individual species caught, and mortality rates during collection and transport. 

A delay in the actual implementation of the FRAs until January 2000 with actual physical 

boundaries set in March 2000 led to a modification in the study's goals. Data collection could not 

start until February and the preliminary phase of the study would run February-April of 2000. 

Subsequently the modified goals of the study were: 

Design the three data collection instruments to be used in a comprehensive study of the fishery 

and aquarium industry; 

Distribution of the Satisfaction and Concerns inventory to the 1 9 publicly identified aquarium 

collectors and summarization of their issues during the first months of the implementation of the 

FRAs. Contact with collectors would also include phone and in-person interviews to obtain data 

and to develop a description of the "culture" of the west Hawaii aquarium collector industry; 

and 

Piloting of the Angler's Diary to collect information for possible modification for use with a 

larger sample of aquarium collectors. 
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Development of one or more proposals for funding and support for the next phases of the 

project. Attempts would be made to secure official funding and support from the State of 

Hawaii so that the researcher could gain access to state records. This would aid in the fiather 

identification of the population of permit holding aquarium collectors and to access the C-6 

Aquarium Fish Catch Reports for comparison to Angler Diary data. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

For a West Hawaii coastline of 120km, 35.2 percent of the coastline has been designated as 

Fish Replenishment Areas. There is a basic lack of information on any aspect of the fishery, and the 

details of the fishery are not well known. This information is crucial if the fishery is to be managed 

successfully. The long-term goal of this study is describing the entire scope of the fishery in order to 

gain a better understanding of the fishery. Meeting the modified objectives of the study was 

accomplished by designing and using a combination of survey methods: 1) A general satisfaction 

and concerns survey of collector demographics and concerns related to implementation of the 

FRAs; 2) a modified roving creel survey ; and 3) a modified angler's diary. 

Population 

The data would be collected fiom the population of permit-holding aquarium collectors on 

the island of Hawaii. Hawaii's DAR has issued 54 collecting permits for the island of Hawaii 

(DAR, unpublished data). Since the identities of the 54 collectors in West Hawaii isn't public 

information, (Miyasaka 1999) another approach had to be taken in order to identifL aquarium 

collectors. A personal contact was made at the Marine Ornamentals 99' conference held at the 

Hilton Waikoloa Village November 16- 19, 1 999. The personal contact identified 19 collectors and 

supplied their phone numbers and addresses. Surprisingly, there is little unity, if any, among the 

collectors and there is no identified organization of collectors fiom West Hawaii. Since collecting 

is a lucrative business, many involved are competitive and not willing to share information publicly. 
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It was assumed that the population would therefore be hesitant about sharing information with a 

researcher and that there might be fear of how any data would be used. 

Instrument Development 

Meeting the objectives of the study was accomplished by designing a combination of data 

collection methods: 1) A general satisfaction and concerns survey of collector demographics and 

concerns related to implementation of the FRAs; 2) a roving creel survey; and 3) a modified 

angler's diary. 

The Satisfaction and Concerns Survey 

This survey method was used to help establish communication between the aquarium 

collectors and the researcher, thus enabling the researcher to gain feedback on the collectors' 

feelings relating to the effectiveness of the FRAs through time. The initial Satisfaction and 

Concerns Survey (Shown in Appendix D) was also focused on collecting demographic data of the 

collection industry, which had been neglected for quite some time. The questions used in the initial 

survey were developed by gathering input fiom fellow researchers in the field of environmental 

sciences. 

Once the questionnaires were finalized a packet was sent out to the 19 identified collectors. 

Each packet contained a Satisfaction and Concerns Survey, a self-addressed stamped envelope, a 

cover letter describing the study, a self-addressed stamped postcard questionnaire (Shown in 

Appendix E), and a $5 gift certificate fiom Blockbuster Video as a token of appreciation for 

participation in the survey. The surveys were to be mailed to me anonymously, protecting the 

collectors fiom being associated with individual questionnaires. The postcard questionnaire was 

used to find out if individual collectors would be willing to participate in other aspects of the study. 

Follow-up phone calls were made to answer questions and to ensure that the surveys were being 

completed properly. Some data collection had to be collected over the phone when it became 
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apparent that some subjects were not comfortable with sending written surveys back, but would talk 

about their concerns over the phone. 

The Modified Angler's Diary 

In order to study the daily activities of the fish collectors, a survey method known as the 

Angler's Diary (Shown in Appendix F) was used. The diary format used was very similar to the C-6 

Aquarium Catch Report issued by the DAR. Since each commercial collector is required to file a 

monthly report using the C-6 Aquarium Fish Catch Report, (Clark & Gulko, 1999) the Modified 

Angler's Diary should have been easy to complete. A new version of the C-6 Report's map was 

included with the Diary. The C-6 Report include a map which divided the 120krn coastline into 3 

large sections (Miysaka 1997). The map included with the Angler's Diary divided the 120km 

coastline into 6 sections with respect to the FRAs in order to get a better representation of the 

collecting locations. The goals of this survey was to collect data pertaining to species harvest and 

fishing behavior including: distance traveled, number of collectors, location of collection, time 

spent collecting, date and time of collection, methods of collection, gear type, depth and length of 

dives, sea state and weather conditions. The Angler's diary was printed out on waterproof never- 

tear paper, which allowed the participants to a 1  the survey out while collecting. The Angler's diary 

was sent out to 6 collectors who were willing to participate in this aspect of the study. The initial 

diary served as a pilot survey, allowing the collectors to give comments and suggestions on the 

format of the Angler's Diary. 

The Modified Roving Creel Survey 

The utilization of either roving studies, where a clerk travels through a fishery to interview 

anglers in the act of fishing, (Robson 1991) or access point studies, where anglers are surveyed at 

the end of their fishing activity, (Hayne 199 1) is determined by the type of fishing area to be 
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studied. Collection is conducted on the leeward side (west side) of the island which is dominated 

by rich coral reef communities that are found near a wave base between 15 and 27m depth (Grigg 

1997). The collectors utilize all of the public boat ramps along the coast and while out on the ocean 

are like most people who fish and prefer to keep their location of collection to themselves. This 

survey method is to be utilized in the next phase of the study once trust has been built up with 

collectors who will allow the researcher to observe the collection process. 

Tissot and Hallacher (1999) found that the C-6 Aquarium Fish Catch Report was not 

compared to actual catches, resulting in there being no quality assurance that the reports are 

accurate. The Modified Roving Creel Survey (Shown in Appendix G) designed for this study 

would help to ensure quality assurance and accuracy of the data fiom the Angler's Diary. This 

survey is similar in format to the C-6 Aquarium Fish Catch Report. The survey allows the 

researcher to observe the collection processes first hand, thus allocating for a wide array of data to 

be deduced. Observations of: location of collection, depth of collection, methods of collection, and 

physical environmental conditions could be made. The survey also allows the researcher to verify 

catch statistics. The data collected fiom this survey method should be statistically similar to the 

data fiom the Angler's diary. While in the field the researcher also collects length-frequency data 

and data pertaining to the selectivity of size of individual species caught. This time also allows the 

researcher to gain feedback on the WHRFMA. 

Proposal Development 

During this study three proposals were written in order to gain support and fhding. 

Initially, a grant proposal was submitted to the University of Hawaii, Hilo's Marine Option Program 

(Shown in Appendix H). The University's required budget format was followed and the budget was 

submitted along with the research proposal in January 2000. In order to conduct the study in the 

future, m h e r  fbnding was required. Two separate grant proposals were submitted to The 
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University of Hawaii Sea Grant College Program, One of the submitted proposals was submitted for 

a grant, which would provide support fiom March 2001 - March 2003 (Shown in Appendix I). The 

second proposal was submitted to provide temporary h d i n g  until other sources of b d i n g  could 

be determined (Shown in Appendix J). 

Results 

Population of Aquarium Collectors 

The demographics of the industry were defined fiom the surveys sent out and through 

personal communication with the 19 identified collectors. The results of the demographic questions 

are shown in (Table 1). The collectors were also asked where the collection of aquarium fishes fit 

with their financial situation. All of the collectors that were spoken to listed aquarium collection as 

their sole source of income. In conducting the demographic survey, the range of collectors 

involved in the fishery was also determined. The collectors involved in the fishery can be described 

in four different ways: 1) Business contractor; 2) Independently contracted; 3) Independently 

operated business; and 4) Group operated business. One of the collectors operates by contracting 

independent collectors to collect his fish. He owns the boats and equipment used in the collection 

process. Currently he has six independent collectors working for him while he heads up the 

marketing and shipment of the fish. The six independent collectors under his supervision each 

possess a collection permit, but remain anonymous by law at this time. Two of the collectors fiom 

west Hawaii are independently running their business. They collect and sell their fish 

independently. The final and most common method of operation in West Hawaii is the group 

operated business. Sixteen of the collectors interviewed operate in this fashion, and make up 9 

private collection businesses. 
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Table 1. Results of the demographics of the Aquarium Fishery of West Hawaii. (n = 19) 

Question Asked Range of Answer Average Value 

Number of years in the business 1-30 8 

Number of years as a collector 1-30 

Number of employees 1-6 

Number of days per week are spent collecting 2-5 

Average number of dives done per outing 3-4 3 

Average depth of dive (feet seawater) 35-150 5 5 

Satisfaction and Concerns Data 

The analysis of the collectors' satisfaction and concerns was obtained fiom the mailed 

surveys and through personal communication. The results of the survey are listed in Table 2. 

Additional concerns involved with the implementation of the FRAs were also obtained itom 14 of 

the collectors and are listed in Table 3 and Table 4. 
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Table 2. The results fiom the Satisfact ion and Concerns Survey (n = 1 9) 

Questions Asked Range of Answers submitted and the number of collectors who 

answered the question 

Satisfaction with the business Collecting is an excellent business opportunity 10 

Satisfaction with the income I am extremely satisfied with the income 17 

I am satisfied with the income fiom the business 2 

Expenses incurred collection Costs are increasing 

The FRAs will Have no effect on my collection business 

Have serious effect on my collection business 15 

I believe the FRAs will Increase my time collecting 15 

(mark all that apply) Increase the distance traveled to collection site 15 

Decrease the number of fish collected 8 

Increase my cost of collection 12 

Table 3. Additional concerns given by the collectors pertaining to the implementation of the FRAs 

Concerns related to the implementation of the FRAs 

The areas were not picked for the fisheries good. 

The areas were not picked scientifically and were picked by a task force with other reasons. 

Poor science was used to pick areas. 

The FRAs were based on politics and not on resource management. 

No long term plan and no enforcement to get rid of bad collectors. 

Travel and expenses are going to increase greatly. 

Not enough area to fish and collection will be more competitive. 

Travel is going to increase and ultimately increasing fish prices. 

Dive operations shouldn't be allowed to dive in the FRAs. 
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Table 4. Additional concerns given by the collectors pertaining to the implementation of the FRAs 

Comments on how the collection business could be made more successful. 

Better communication between the state and the fishery. 

Better communication between collectors. 

A management plan based on resource management. 

Better regulation of new collectors. 

More boat ramps built down south to allow for shorter travel time on the water. 

Pilot of the Angler's Diary 

Six packets of information were sent out, but only one was sent back at this present time. 

The others are still being completed. Although only one survey was sent back, the comments 

received fiom the survey were extremely helpful. The collectors of West Hawaii utilize barrier nets 

as their primary method to collect fish. A barrier net is a net typically 6- 1 Om long and 1-2m in drop. 

The mesh size of the net is very small, typically 12- 18mm in diameter to prevent the fish fiom 

getting caught by their gills. The collectors set the net out either in a horseshoe or a direct wall. 

The divers involved in collection swim towards the net causing the fish to get trapped between the 

net and the couectors. This is the typical strategy of most of the collectors but it was found that at 

certain times, collectors dive at the same time but each individually focuses collection on selected 

species. The comments received in the pilot survey suggested that the diary be modified to account 

for when collectors worked individually, and for when the dives were at different depths throughout 

the dive (multi- level). 

Creel Survey 

Due to time constraints this method could not be utilized in the initial stage of the study. 

Contact has been made with collectors who are willing to allow the researcher to accompany them 

in the act of collecting. I did however find that some collectors were fishing heavily in the FRAs 
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prior to the physical boundary markers being put up by March 2000 (DAR unpublished data). The 

WHAP project also found information to support this by finding that declines in fish abundance 

were significant in FRAs and impact areas prior to FRA implementation (Tissot & Hallacher, 

unpublished data). 

Proposal Writing 

Three grant proposals were submitted with the purpose of receiving fhding and support. 

The grant proposal sent to the University of Hawaii, Hilo's Marine Option Program was approved, 

with the University providing some of the requested supplies and h d i n g  of $100. Two proposals 

were submitted to the University of Hawaii Sea Grant College Program. The proposal submitted to 

the University of Hawaii Sea Grant College Program for funding for the term March 2001 - March 

2003 is still under review. The second grant proposal submitted to Sea Grant has been approved 

and will proua(l0-y- 

Discussion 

This project has been dBcult to conduct due to the lack of support fiom the State of Hawaii 

and the fact the topic of aquarium fish collection is contentious and emotional. The WHRFMA was 

just approved and the FRAs were closed to aquarium collection on January 2000 with the physical 

boundaries completed in March 2000 (DAR unpublished data). Since the closures have just 

recently been instituted, the concurrent study of the effects of the FRAs to the aquarium fishery is in 

its infancy. 

The State of Hawaii's Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) will not release 

the C-6 Aquarium Fish Catch Reports because of Section 189-3, Hawaii Revised Statutes 

(Miyasaka personal communication 1999). Although the reports are supposed to be summarized on 

fiscal year intervals, they are not due to manpower shortages (Miyasaka personal communication 

1999). This makes comparing past data with current and future data impossible. Another problem 
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faced in the study of the fishery was that due to state law, the identities of the aquarium collectors 

could not be released to a public researcher. This makes defining the population of fish collectors 

fiom West Hawaii a dficult task. A possible solution to this is that by receiving support fiom the 

University of Hawaii Sea Grant College Program, the identities of the 54 collectors might be made 

available in the near future. 

Conducting the written and personal surveys assessed the general feeling among collectors. 

Many of the collectors felt that the data collected and implementation of the FRAs had been done 

hastily with no attention paid to their needs or concerns. Of the 19 collectors interviewed, collection 

of aquarium fishes is their sole source of income. Since this is the case, the collectors are tied into 

the topic with strong emotions. Many feel that the general public and research conducted is aimed 

at putting them out of business. As a result, they are hesitant to talk with a researcher and not 

willing to participate in any studies. This being the case, much time was committed to building up 

trust between the researcher and the collectors and demonstrating a true interest in their concerns 

about managing the fishery effectively. 

This initial part of the study helped produce a better picture of the 19 identified collectors. I 

was able to determine the four general collection styles with the group-operated business being the 

most popular. These group-operated businesses have an owner or manager who has employees that 

work under his supervision. All the fish are collected, marketed, and shipped by the individual 

business. I also found that the collectors that had been in the business the longest had the most 

interest in participating in the study. Because of their experience, these long-time collectors 

provided valuable information about how the industry could be monitored more effectively. Some 

common suggestions among these collectors were shown in Table 4. Establishing better 

communication between the industry and the state and ultimately leading to an improvement in the 

data collection. Another common feeling among the collectors was that the dive tour boats 
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shouldn't be allowed to use the FRAs because they were having an impact on the reefk. Some 

initial studies have conducted on the dive industry. The studies found that the dive tow boats were 

not having a significant impact of the coral reef habitat so Wher  studies were discontinued (DAR 

unpublished data). 

One of the survey methods utilized in this project was the Angler's Diary (Shown in 

Appendix F). The pilot survey was mailed out to six collectors. Although only one survey was 

returned at this time, valuable information was gained on how the survey technique could be 

improved. One suggestion was that the survey needed to be modified to me the requirements 

needed by the different collectors. Therefore separate surveys will be developed to meet the needs 

of the collectors. 

Since this study is unique, the information and data collection methods can be shared with 

other fisheries manager from different locations around the world. These countries could use the 

information to help regulate and mange the aquarium collectors in their local regions. 
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Appendix A 

C-6 Aquarium Fish Catch Report 

Division of Aquatic Resources 

Department of Land and Natural Resouras 

State of Hawaii 

AQUARIUM FISH CATCH REPORT 

DATE MAILED DATE MAILED 

J ~ Y  January 

w e  March 

October APlll 

November May . 

December  the 
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~STRUCTXObVB FOR FILLXEJO OUT TEB 
WUARIVW BIBB CAT- -PORT 

2) You are r c q u i r d  t o  uhit a report m h l y .  no Later than tm (10) dry. f a l l ~ i n ~  the a d  of 
mnth. Plea&* re tum carpletad form in the self-addressad enwlopl. pulviw. 

I f  do not catch my fih, write *YO F l S O l W  on the report fm snd mil i t  in. YOU S t i l l  md t o  
*it r-rs fa - you did nor 1m. 

5 )  The M r  4s the nm of the person or caprry that  bou#~t your f ish. 

6 )  Check either q x r t  or local, depending an if YOU sold pur atdl aboard or Locally. I t  pu rold yov 
catch ebrod, wit* uhcn uported. Identify the state if sold an the r i n i d .  

71 I! YW catch fie th8t we not I i s t d  on th. r.port t o n ,  ur t te  thr in.the qmces pwldd. A cap le t *  
t lsttng of .p.cia i s  inclldd I n  th is  bodrlet. 

8) For uch species, the m r  mt Q1. not h m  to rqurl the nub.r sold. I f  sma fish dl. O r  not 
sold, then the m r  uught wu ld  be mre thw the rudm told. 

8) In the YVaLW cot-, put the tota l   vat^ mofvod for that specfr .  Do not put the pln plr 
indivickri miml. 

9 )  A b0dl.t enti t led Wauaif Fishing Regulati-a cont.iru cap le te  List ing of th4 r#ubtd - 4 ~ .  
areas, a d  prohibited fishfng orthocl. you ~ly obtain l c w  f n  your L o u 1  of f ice  o f  the Oivisian of 
Liqutfc Resouem. I n  ddttfon t o  these, your permit l is ts  l o r e  prohibitd s p i e s .  

MnU Ala Uai Canal-Krpioleni Orriruga 
Halrlur H a r b r  
n- Bly 
COCanut Ia lrd ,  Kanmhr Bay 
Haeia-Ww Ulerf 
K y r l r r  k N L  
Wur*wr Frahn te r  Re- 
-i w -- 
W1k1kf-Dfand #crd 
Po ib  Lagom Ui l d l f f r  Snt tu r r y  

WII Krilrn Bay 
Kcwle&.iarr Bay 
L l p r u h i  
puka 
Kumihn Harbor 
Hf l o  H8rtror 
R d l o  88y 
Y l i h  Plrblic F i sh ing  Area 
U. i .Lu  b y  
Y . f h  R i m  
k t  Lulru R f m  
Winnu Estmrfm S n c t r w y  
Kmm Caut Yo Coll.cting Areas 
Old Kana Airport 

lWAl Huur*ulu say - -1 
KW - t ic  ~ i r h i n g  Arm 
u.iknm Cnrl 
Uailur U l i c  Fishing Arm 
uataea Q.y 
A l * i  Uil&mess P r ru rvc  

Wl Ahihf-Kiw Natural A m  RIIIW 
H o ~ o ~ u B - H o ~ u ~ ~ ~  e m  
X.kului Urbor 
Moldtint ShmL 
Ilruh. Pond YSLdlife S a h r r r y  
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Aquarium Fish Catch Report Zone Numbers 

311 Cape l ia lawa 
314 

Pt. I \ 
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m-m P X 8 8  CATCH RBmRT 
DEPARTMENT OF WND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

Name Pennit No. 

Zone Fished Date 

Total Hours Fished 
(count fishing time only, 
do not include travel time) 

Buyer 

Expo* - Local - 
(where exported : 1 
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100 AUWIHUAIDAE 
-101 A TRIOSTEWS < M I N I  1 
102 A GUTTATUS (m 

405 A ACHILLES (ACHILLES TAM) 
404 A NIGRICAMS (WlD-RIfl TUG) 

-105 A LNCOeAREIUL CMIPOIWD) 
-106 A NrmofUKUs (umm TAW) 
im A WIGRORIS CMAIWD~~) 
to8 A t3K19SwI <THOIPEOY6S TANG) 

-109 A QlVACEW (NAJI YA'E) 
110 A MISSWIE1(1 <PALMI) 
111 A ~T~ (PUAUI) 
112 A B L a I 1  (BLUE-MIBED W) 

-113 C STRleOSU8 (KU.E) 
4 1 4  C W I I E l l t I S  <- TMO) 
-115 Z FUYeSC€NS CYELLQY TAYC) 

I 1 6  Z VELIFeRUl (SAILFIN TUQ) 
I17 WA#I CUEIIEQRII F I S H I )  

418 I L I T U M W  (UQIY TAIIQ) 
119 W HEXACANTHUS (SIX-SPINE0 W) 
120 I BREVIROSTRIS (LOW m l m  KAU) 

-121 Y UWlODllYIS <I[ALA) 
-122 z #IWILITW CmXII IW IIDOL) 

Aquarium Fish Name List 

137 c B I ~ W S  (G-SP6T WASSE) 
138 P EYAYImJs CScMlET WIAOtE) 
139 P OCTOTIEWIA (E lm-L IME0  URASSE) 
la P TETRATAENIA (--LINED UUSE) 
141 I I O I I ~  SP 
142 H LV;WSEl csl(ARP-- -) 
143 X PAUUIIYII  <- 
144 Y Trn IOUIWI  (OlUQT -1 
145 tl ~ I L A T U S  tluton URASSEI 
146 1 N#XII (AUELA) 
147 T LUTESCEMB ( Y E U O U - r n  YIUWE) 
148 T WPERRFI <SADDLE-- -) 
IS9 t WllPOMCll (PWPU YIUttE) 
1SO T BALLIEIJI COALLIWI'S W S E )  
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155 C YBNSlA (RED--) 
154 C G A I W  (CfQMI -1 
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1% L WULIYlL (PENCIL -1 
157 8 BAllEhTA CQRAIIIl-STRIPE URASSE) 
158 1( CEOFFROY <#ITTrR8S URMSE) 
159 A CHRYSOCEPHALUS (RLD TAIL m) 
160 A W I E R  (FUQ rP..u) 
161 n onwrrrrssrms ~Q~WATE WSSE) 
162 C JORDWl (.w".yaS YAltC) 
165 1 LUNARE (LYRETAIL URASSE) 

169 GMTFIUIES 
170 U AIQ <MI-E ME#) 
171 11 FUWLIUEATUS CUHITE YOQ) 
172 n VAN10#tYtIB (R6D UEIQ) 
174 P PLEURQSTI QYI (WUU) 
in P cruomww c#rurr KEN 
176 P PORFWREUS C13MI) 
177 P IULTIFlllsCIANS CHWMA) 
jm P BIFASCIATUS (IIMI) 

180 0 ALBISELLA (&OBI LO'I) 
181 A OORDlDW <KwIP I )  

1112 A W Q l I l l A L l S  (WMO) 
183 P IePARIPENNlS (CAT-EYES DAWELI 
186 P StY#IY18 (Stlt IYYI)) 
1m C JOIWSTOYIAWS (RUE EYE 
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187 C VUlDEIBILTI (BU-FIN DAIIOEL) 
la8 c OVALIS (IW DAII#L) 
1w C LB#IRuI (DCLRI m L )  
190 C MRATQI (3-SPOT DA#EL) 
191 C Wl (UHllf-TAIL OA#EL) 
1% BMSELFISWES 

1W IUlTERf LYF 1tlO;S 
-200 F FUv1U:WUI (LOIO wDOL) 
-201 f L a u I I O I I P I S  (UaE LaYO-umE) 
202 I DIPIIREUTES (FALSE KlHIKIW) 
as H trmPIQ1 ulpmlJws) 
#li II POLYLEPIS (PYRMIO) 

-205 C F l l E n L I I  (DUE-LI#D IFF) 
ZW C RETICUlATlB (RLIIQIUTED IFF) 

-207 C ICLEIYI (CORM off) 
2U8 C EPUIPPIW < n € - I A Q C  IFF) 

-209 C AUIW <--FIRlPE IFF) 
-210 C UIIIUCULATW (WE-mOl IFF) 
-211 C U J m U  (RAcmul PFF) 
912 C TRIFASCIATULi (THREE-BAlMD BFF) 
513 C ORMATlSSIMS (ORANGE-STRIPE OFF) 

216 c c l n r r k ~ i u s  c c r i n t n - ~ ~ r )  - 
3 1 7  C MILIARIS (LEI# BFF) 
t l a  c n l F A s c t A L l s  C ~ O P O R A  UF) 
219 W MWAIUI (ILK-WIDE0 UGEL) 
220 C PQltlERt ~POTIEU'S AISQEL) 

C LQIQ l tW <FU#  ANGEL) 
ZP c L t l l w u N 8  Q1118D lFF)  
m c FI-r (FISHER'S AIIQL) 
224 C 11-1 (TI#mgS IFF) 

' 2ZS6CUL#YANI<IwpLeDAWQf> 
ZSJ tCAO1DAE <pAw#nFISES) 
240 SLEEPIYQ UlW 
2% CAUYEIDt (JACKS> 
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268 A T lK IOOQI  (FAIRY BASS) 
270 K B161MlJS (NEHUE) 

Y IAWOVICENSJS (AIIOLTHOLE) 

290 t A n H l O A n U t W  (SWP-YDB) 
291 C CCRUUTA (DlWKE-BACK PUFFER) 
292 C UCTATOI <MITE-BWnED PWrU) 
293 C M I O I # W t I S  (WIDER-EYE PUFFER) 

C R 1 W T A  (IU8U OU'I) 
299 X #IltO (CRO6SWTC# 11U) 
500 Y AlmmMeIIAnls ( B W - T W a T  lam) 
WII I =nmmus tu-YDOT 1111~) 
3 0 2 I ~ t W < b l w u e 6 6 E W U I I )  
3a W N I e a < u r r x  nuu, 
SDS W V I D U  <PINK TAIL II1ICI) 

s DUMA <GRAY-snrru rru, 
rn wxnIw <TRIOQ~IFISWESI 
311 A SCRIPTUS (U001-TAIL PILE) . 
512 P <FILLtIS#) 
313 t M I L 1  (--fIY FILE) 

,. 314 C tAY#I1CHIENSIS ($1 F t l t )  
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Appendix B 

A list of the top 1 1  collected species of aquarium fish in Hawaii 

Scientific Name 

Acanthurus achilles 
Centropyge pot teri 
Chaetodon lunula 
Chaetodon multicinctus 
Chaetodon ornatissimus 
Chaetodon quadrimaculatus 
Ctenochaetus strigosus 
Forcipiger flavissimus 
Naso lituratus 
Zanclus cornutus 
Zebrasoma flavescens 

Common Name 

Achilles Tang 
Potter's Angelfish 
Raccoon Butterflyfish 
Pebbled Butterflyfish 
Ornate Butterflyfish 
Fourspot Butterflyfish 
Gold-Ring Surgeonfish 
Longnose Butterflyfish 
Orangespine Unicornfish 
Moorish Idol 
Yellow Tang 
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Appendix C 

West Hawaii Fish Replenishment Area Sites 
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Appendix D 

Satisfaction and Concerns Survey Data Sheet 

Demographic 
How many years have you been in the business? 
How many years have you been a collector? 
Presently, how many employees (regular, temporary, or contract) work with you? 
Number of days per week your business goes out collecting? 
On average, how many dives per outing are done? 
What is the average depth of each collection dive? 
Is marine aquarium collection (Please circle one)? 
1. Sole source of income 
2. Part-time source of income 
3. Occasional source of income 
4. Seasonal source of income 
5. Other (Please explain) 

Satisfaction 
Satisfaction with the business 
1. Collecting is an excellent businks opportunity 
2. Collecting is an mediocre way to make a living 
3. I would do something other than collecting if the opportunity was available 
4. Other (Please explain) 

Satisfaction with the income provided by marine aquarium collection 
1. I am extremely satisfied with the amount of income I make from the business 
2. I am satisfied with the income fiom the business 
3. I am dissatisfied with the income made from the business 
4. Other (Please explain) 

Expenses incurred from the business 
1. Costs are increasing 
2. Costs have stayed about the same 
3. Costs are going down 
4. Other (Please explain) 

Feeling on the implementation of the Fishery Replenishment Areas (FRAs) 

The implementation of the Fish Replenishment Areas will: 
1. Have no effect on my collection business 
2. Have little effect on my collection business 
3. Have some effect on my collection business 
4. Have serious effect on my collection business 
5. Other (Please explain) 
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I believe the Fish Replenishment Areas will (Circle all that apply) 
1. Increase my time collecting 
2. Increase the distance traveled to collection site 
3. Decrease the number of fish collected 
4. Increase my costs of collection 
5. Other (Please explain) 

What are your concerns related to the implementation of the Fish Replenishment Areas? 

What would be helpful to make your collection business more successful? 

- -- 

Other comments or suggestions: 
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Appendix E 

Self-addressed Stamped Postcard Questionnaire 

Company Name: 

Please mark all that apply 

- I have sent my Satisfaction and Concerns Survey as requested. 
- I would be willing to have a researcher come out on a collection trip. 
- I would be willing to complete the Angler's diary to help this project. 
- I would like to meet with the researcher to discuss this project. 
- I would like to attend an aquarium collectors' meeting to discuss this 

project in further detail. 
- I would like a copy of the completed data summary. 
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Appendix F & G 

Angler's Diary & Roving Creel Survey Data Sheet 

Name: 
Company: 
Number of Collectors: 
Date: 

Zone(s) Fished ( See Zone Numbering Map) 

Time 
in 

Route 

Collection Time 
(Dive Time) 

Weather Conditions: 
1 Clear and Sunny 
2 Partly Cloudy 
3 Cloudy 
4 Raining 

Visibility: 

Leave 
Port 

Dive 1 

Weather 
Conditions 

(Select from List) 

Water Conditions: 
1 Calm&Glassy 
2 Slight Chop and Small Swell 
3 Medium Swell 
4 Large Swell 

1 10 feet 
2 ISfeet 
3 20 feet 
4 >25 feet 

Arrive 
Dive I 

Weather 
Conditions 

(Select from List) 

Leave 
Dive 1 

Dive1 

Leave 
Dive 3 

Dive 4 Dive 2 

Dive 1 

Visibility 
(Select from List) 

Arrive 
Dive 2 

Dive 3 

Arrive 
Dive 4 

Dive 4 Dive 2 

Dive 2 

Dive 1 

Leave 
Dive 2 

Dive 3 

Arrive 
Dive 3 

Leave 
Dive 4 

Dive 3 

Dive 2 

Arrive 
Port 

Dive 4 

Dive 3 Dive 4 
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Depth of Dive: 
1 30 feet 
2 30-40feet 
3 40-5Ofeet 
4 >50 feet 

Collection Methods Used: 
1 Hand Net 
2 Barrier Net 
3 Trap 
4 Tickle Stick 
5 Other (Please 

Dive 4 

I (Select all that apply) I 

Dive 3 

~escri-be) 

Species Collected: 
(Tally number of fish collected in appropriate column) 

Dive 2 Depth of Dive 
(Select from List) 

Dive I 

Collection Methods 
Used 

Dive 3 ----. Dive 4 Dive 1 

Species 

Acanthuridae 
Acanthurus achilles 
Zebrasoma flavescens 
Zebrasom a veliferum 
Ctenochaetus strigosus 
Ctenochaetus hawaiiensis 
Naso lifuratus 
Naso unicornis 
Acanthurus olivaceus 
Acanthurus triostegus 
Acanthurus nigrofuscus 
Acanthurus nigricans 

Zanclidae 
Zanclus cornutus 

Chaetodontidae 
Chaetodon auriga 
Chaetodon frernblii 
Chaetodon lunula 
Caetodon multicinctus 
Chaetodon miliaris 
Chaetodon omatissirnus 
Chaetodon quadrimaculatus 

Dive 2 

Common Name 

Sugeonfishes 
Achilles Tang 
Yellow Tang 
Sailfin Tang 
Kole Tang 
C heveron Tang 
Naso Tang 
Unicorn Tang 
Orangeband Tang 
Convict Tang 
Lavender Tang 
Goldrim Tang 

Moorish Idols 
Moorish Idol 

Butteifllyf ishes 
Threadfin Butterfly 
Bluestripe Butterfly 
Raccoon Butterfly 
Pebbled Butterfly 
Milletseed 
Ornate Butterfly 
Fou rspot Butterfly 

Number Collected 

Dive 1 Dive 2 Dive 3 Dive 4 
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Comments or Unusual Occurrences: 
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Appendix H 

University of Hawaii Marine Option Program Budget Proposal 

In kind I'm providing: 

Project Title: 
A Study of the Effects of the West Hawaii Regional Fisheries Management 
Area on the Aquarium Fishery 
Project Leader: 
Brian Zgliczynski University of Hawaii, Hilo 

Advisors 

Dr. Paul Haberstroh University of Hawaii, Hilo 
Dr. Mike Parsons University of Hawaii, Hilo 

Vehicle (Travel to Kona) 
Garrnin GPS 48 

Date: 
January 12,2000 

Project Duration: 

January 2000- 
May 2000 

Humminbird Marine Radio 
Expendable Supplies 
And Equipment I 

1. Waterproof Paper 

2. Mechanical Pencils 

3. Notebooks 

4. Manila Envelopes 

5. Classification Folder 

6. Postage and Photo Copy 
Expenses 

8 boxes @ 
$40./box 

5 packs @ 
$2.501 pack 

10 notebooks @ 
$4.001 notebook 

1box@ 
$ 10.001 box 
1 folder @ 

$1 5.001 folder 

1 7. Miscellaneous Expenses 

Travel Stipend 

1. Travel fiom Hilo to 
Kona during project 
(2 10 miles round trip) 

Total 
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Appendix I 

Pre-Proposal Submitted to the Sea Grant College Program 

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII SEA GRANT COLLEGE PROGRAM 

Principal Investigator: Paul R. Haberstroh 
Department, School or College: Marine Science Department, U.Hawaii, Hilo 
Mailing Address @uilding/room no.): Natural Sciences Division, 

200 W. Kawili St., U.H. Hilo, Hilo, HI. 96720 
Telephone No.: 808-974-7677 
E-mail: haberstr@hawaii.edu Fax No.: 808-974-7693 
Title of Project: A Study of the Effects of the West Hawaii Regional Fishery Management Area to the 
Aquarium Fishery 
Research Field of Proposed Study: West Hawaii 
Project Period: 
Sea Grant Funds Requested: 1st Year: $29,577 2nd Year: $26,879 
Match Funds Provided: 1st Year: $24,260 2nd Year: $24,260 

A. Rationale 
Aquarium fish collection is a lucrative business in Hawaii because of the increasing popularity of the 

household marine aquarium (van Poollen and Obara, 1984). Cultivating marine ornamental f s h  has not been 
found to be cost-effective, so 99% of the marine species used in aquariums originate from coral reef 
populations (Young 1997). Hawaii possesses 85% of the coral reef habitat in the United States, harboring 
5000 hown species of marine animals and plants (Tissot and Hallacher, 1999). 

The State of Hawaii began in 1973 to require monthly aquarium catch reports from collectors (Katekaru 
1978). The first yearly summary was reported to be 90,000 fish collected, with an estimated value of $50,000 
(Katekaru 1978). The last published yearly summary was in 1995, reporting 422,823 fish collected with an 
estimated value of $844,843 (Miyasaka 1997). The 1995 report listed 103 fish species collected, but 90% of 
the harvest consisted of 1 1 species (Tissot and Hallacher, 1999). Most of the aquarium species are collected 
from the West Coast of the island of Hawaii. That increase in collection activities in the Kona and Milolii 
areas of Hawaii has added to the long standing concerns over the impact of these activities on the coral reef 
community. Indeed, it has long been established that the very health of coral reef is linked synergistically to 
the activities of these populations (Meyer and Schulz 1985). 

Recent Analysis by DAR indicates that the values presented in the previously published summaries was 
underestimated P A R ,  unpublished data). At present, 59.5% of the monthly catch reports aren't being filed, 
resulting in inaccurate and underestimated catch data (DAR, unpublished data). Therefore the value of the 
industry is substantially higher than previously reported 

Unfortunately, the last comprehensive study of Hawaii's aquarium fishery was in 1984 (van Poollen and 
Obara 1984). Van Poollen and Obara (1984) reported that there were 49 collectors statewide. Today, the 
Division of Aquatic Resources PAR) has issued 54 collecting permits for the island of Hawaii alone (DAR, 
unpublished data). Each of these collection operations is varied in size and scope of operation. Some 
collectors make the f ~ h e r y  their full-time livelihood, while others utilize it more as part-time enterprise. This 
proposed study would focus on the entire scope of the fishery in order to gain a better understanding of the 
fishery. The operations and total number of collectors will be determined fiom data supplied by the Marine 
Aquarium Council, an organization of representatives from the aquarium collection industry. 

Marine Protected Areas (MPA's) have been utilized in several locations to assess and manage coastal 
fisheries (Amesbury et al. 1991; Bohnsack 1998). In the State of Hawaii, the West Hawaii Regional Fishery 
Management Area (WHFMA) was established in act 306 and is currently in effect. The WHRFMA is 
intended to manage fish resources in West Hawaii by restricting aquarium collection in Fish Replenishment 
Areas (FRA's). These FRA's have been implemented and make up 32.5% of the West Hawaii coast (Tissot 
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and Hallacher 1999). Presently, there is the West Hawaii Aquarium Project (WHAP) which is an on-going 
study set up to examine the biological parameters of the reefs of West Hawaii. The study's main objective is 
to determine the effectiveness of the WHRFMA by comparing the FRA's with the non protected areas. The 
proposed study will compliment the WHAP by looking at the fishery from a sociological standpoint. The 
study will use three established survey methods to determine of the impact of the FRAs on the aquarium 
fishery and to establish methods to properly manage and create a sustainable aquarium fishery in West 
Hawaii. 

B. Goals and Objectives 
The purpose of this research is to study three aspects of fish collection affected by the Marine Reserve 

expansion: 
Catch analysis and qualitative view of the fishery. It will include: fishing behavior including a study of 
distance traveled, size of operation, number of participants, location of collection, time spent collecting, 
date and time of collection, methods of collection, gear type, depth and length of dives, sea state and 
weather conditions, cost and profits of the collection activity and general satisfaction with the collection 
effort; 
Biological scope of the fishery. This will focus on: quantifying the catch and effort, determining the 
species harvest, including type, length-frequency size, selectivity of size of individual species caught, 
and mortality rates during collection and transport; and 
The social component of the fishery. This will focus on the collectors' perceptions of the implementation 
of the FRA's and the effectiveness of the WHRFMA. It will also ascertain how the FRA's will change 
the behavior of the collectors. 

C. Methods 
Thirty-two and a half percent of the West Hawaii coastline has been set-aside as Fish Replenishment 

Areas. This study will encompass the entire range of collectors and describe the fishery as a whole. It will 
focus on catch, fish collectors, and the collection methods used. A combination of survey methods will be 
used: 

General satisfaction and concerns survey of collector demographics and concerns related to 
implementation of the FRA's. These survey, which will be mailed out periodically. The initial 
satisfaction and concerns surveys are under-way; 
A modified Angler's Diary, which is a daily logbook that individual collectors record pertinent data 
during collection. The researcher will be using a modified version of the monthly catch report form, 
which the collectors are already familiar with. The survey will gather qualitative and quantitative data 
relating to the actual act of fish collection; and 
A modified Roving Creel Survey, where the researcher goes out into the field with the collectors to 
gather quantitative data. The researcher will use the same form used in the modified angler's diary. This 
survey method will also allow the researcher to gain feedback from the collectors' relating to the 
implementation of the FRA's. 

D. Expected Outcomes 
The expected outcomes of this study are to: 
Be able to characterize the aquarium fishery as a whole by determining fishing behavior including a 
study of distance traveled, size of operation, number of participants, location of collection, time spent 
collecting, date and time of collection, methods of collection, gear type, depth and length of dives, sea 
state and weather conditions, cost and profits of the collection activity and general satisfaction with the 
collection effort; 
Gain a basic fully developed understanding of the biological parameters of the fishery by quantifying the 
catch and effort, determining the species harvest, including type, length-frequency size, selectivity of 
size of individual species caught, and mortality rates during collection and transport; 
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a Serve as a baseline study. Since the WHRFMA has a 5-year review plan, this study will serve as a 
baseline study for future studies. The study proposed would compliment the WHAP, and together the 
studies will provide feedback to fishery mangers about the effectiveness of the FRA's in the future; and 

Establish communication between the aquarium industry and the community and ultimately lead to an 
improvement in data collection. The topic of aquarium fish collection has been the subject of heated 
debate for decades with many people having estranged emotions. This study will hope to establish 
dialogue between the community and the collectors and eliminate the conflict between the two groups. It 
will also gain feedback from the collectors pertaining to the effectiveness of the FRA's through time. 
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Appendix J 

Proposed Budget Submitted to the Sea Grant College Program 

NOAA FORM 90-4 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
SEA GRANT BUDGET 

Grantee: UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII Grant/Proj.No: 
Project fine: A Study of the Effects of the Implementation of the West Hawaii Regional Fishery Management Area to the 
Aquarium Fishery Project Status: 
Principal investigator: Paul R. Haberstmh Duration: 3/01 I01 -2128f02 

A. SALARIES AND WAGES 
1. SENIOR PERSONNEL 

MAN MOS. 
a. (Co)Principal Investigator: 1.00 
b. Assodates (Facuitylstaff): 

Brian Tissot, (W.S.U.), 1.00 
William Walsh (D.A.R., D.N.L.R.) 1.00 

Sub Total: 3.00 
2. OTHER PERSONNEL 

a. Professionals: 
b. Research associates (112 time, $1 1.971hour) 6.00 
c. Research asst. grad. students: 
d. Prof. sr9100l students: 
e. Pre-Bac. student(s): 
f. Seaetariaklerical: 
g. Technical-shop: 
h. Mlsc.: 

Total Salaries and Wages: 
B. FRINGE BENEFITS (When charged as direct cost): 

Total Salaries (A and 8): 
C. PERMANENT EQUIPMENT: 
D. EXPENDABLE SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT: 
E. TRAVEL. 

I .  Domestic U.S. 
2. International 

Total Travel: 

F. PUBLICATION AND DOCUMENTATION COSTS; 
G. OTHER COSTS: 

1. Analyhcal Services: Recharge 
2. Communications; Photocopying 
3. Computer Costs 
4. Equipment MaintenancelUse 
5. Shiptime; Submersible Dive Packages 
6. PuMication Costs 
7. Others: Housing and Food 
8. Stipends 
9. (no OIH) 

10. (no OIH) 
Total Other Costs: 

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS (A through G): 
INDIRECT COST (On campus 34.9% of MTDC) 
INDIRECT COST (Off campus 

Total Indirect Cost: 
1 

TOTAL COSTS: 
ROUNDED TO: 

SEA GRANT 
FUNDS 

$0 

'Matching funds equal to one-half of the federal funds requested are required by the granting 
agency, NOAA. If match will be provided by sources other than your department, please note 
the funding agency at the bottom of each budget page. 

GRANTEE 
SHARE' 

$ 4444 
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NOAA FORM 90-4 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
SEA GRANT BUDGET 

Grantee: UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII GrantlProj.No: 
Pmject Title: A Study of the Effects of the Implementation of the West Hawaii Regional Fishery Management h a  to the 
Aquarium Fishery Project Status: 
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h. Misc.: 

Total Salaries and Wages: 
B. FRINGE BENEFITS (When charged as direct cost): 

Total Salaries (A and 6): 
C. PERMANENT EQUIPMENT: 
D. EXPENDABLE SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT: 
E. TRAVEL 

1. Domestic U.S. 
2. International 

Total Travel: 

F. PUBLICATION AND DOCUMENTATION COSTS: 
G. OTHER COSTS: 

1. Analytical Services; Recharge 
2. Communications; Photocopying 
3. Computer Costs 
4. Equipment MaIntenanceJUse 
5. Shiptime; Submersible Dive Packages 
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7. Others: Housing and Food 
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Total Indirect Cost: 
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TOTAL COSTS: 
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SEA GRANT 
FUNDS 
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SHARE' 
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